
Stop firefighting.

When you’re busy fighting fires every day at work, 

it’s easy to overlook the critical information that 

helps avoid the crises that make all that 

firefighting necessary.

Collecting more information isn’t the answer; you know

that. Your email inbox collects more useless

information in a day than you ever need, and you’re no

better off for it. When you have the right information in

the right place at the right time, you’ll have time to

manage better because you’re not so busy

fighting fires.

Get all the information you need—when you need

it—with Infor™ SyteLine Workbench Suite.

Leverage experience.

You instantly gain decades of experience when you

use Infor SyteLine. Our team of experts has spent over

25 years helping companies like yours work smarter

and get more done with the resources you already

have. That experience is “baked into” SyteLine. You

can make your business more agile, responsive, and

ready for tomorrow’s challenges by making the most of

SyteLine today.

Get it all right: information,

place, time.

Arm your employees with the exact information they

need to successfully accomplish their work with Infor

SyteLine Workbench Suite. You’ll get a single,

consolidated screen that pulls together the data that

matters most and organizes it for quick, effective action.

You’ll also get customized home screens for each

person, featuring consolidated performance gauges,

navigation shortcuts, process flows, and advanced

report tools in one convenient location so that

everyone can work faster and get better results.

Whether you’re a C-level officer monitoring strategic

company-wide KPIs or a billing manager who needs to

streamline invoicing for better cash flow, Workbench

gives you quick, timesaving access to data and

connects you to supporting layers of related data.

You’ll increase productivity, provide valuable

role-related feedback, and support each employee’s

problem-solving efforts. Take advantage of a range of

role-based Workbenches, including:

•    Customer Order Workbench

•    Customer Service Workbench

•    Item Workbench

•    Inventory Workbench

•    Job Workbench

•    Partner Workbench

•    Project Workbench

•    Purchasing Workbench

•    Service Management Workbench

•    Unit Workbench

Infor SyteLine Workbench Suite

Get more done by focusing on the big

picture and polishing off the details

with Infor SyteLine Workbench Suite.



You’ll start getting ahead of the issues that can make your

business more successful because Workbench lets you

monitor performance indicators and influencers as often

as you want, whether it’s minute-by-minute, hourly, daily,

or weekly. You’ll also get connected to your live,

integrated SyteLine database, not just a static snapshot,

with easy, right-click access to deeper layers of source

data. That helps you get to the root of potential problems

before they escalate into crises that force you back 

into firefighting.

Get more done.

In an age when information drives nearly every business

decision, you can save lots of time by using a tool that

consolidates all the information you need and puts it in

one place. You’ll not only get more done, but you’ll gain

peace of mind, knowing that you really have your

business under control. You always know what you need

to do next with Infor SyteLine Workbench Suite.
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